
My hand-made furniture 

In the 1960’s I made a few bits of furniture from Parana pine, a common timber at that time. The 

bits were inspired by antique furniture designs. I recall using ‘aerolite’ glue as I had used this on boat 

building projects when much younger.  

 

This is my version of a Queen Anne kneehole desk. The chequered pattern on the drawer fronts was 

obtained by cutting a square stick of pine at 45 degrees to the grain and alternating each slice.  The 

desk has a pukka antique leather top with pressed gold border which cannot be seen in this pic. 



 

This pierced side table has Sheriton looking legs.  I have used gothic style tracery in the front which 

indicates my interest in church architecture. I still very much like this piece. 



 

This clock incorporates the workings of an old clock. Again, gothic influence, and though I don’t like 

the design, I like the hand carved fluting on the front. 



 

My elegant Chippendale style hanging bookcase still put to good use. It has hand carved reeding on 

the front edge of the shelves and the drawers have a neat black border inlaid. No dovetailed joints 

I’m afraid.  



 

Parana pine ‘pole’ drinks cabinet with door, lined with velvet, and with internal light operated by 

micro switch when door is opened. The cylindrical shape is fluted and the door has a very neat 

edging strip. Now in our house unlike the other bits which have gone to the children. 



 

My Grecian style double door wardrobe. Columns have hand-carved ionic capitals but the column 

bases were turned on a centre lathe by a contractor. To stop warping of the doors I glued thin strips 

of parana to 6mm thick plywood panels, and it worked. 



 

The ionic capital 

 

My Georgian style dolls house being used as clothes horse. Its lost its balcony and changed its colour 

since first made, but it still has some of its furniture and the staircase. Its good to see it is still used, 

but for how long I wonder.  



 

My unfired decorative clay dish with running hounds chasing each other around the perimeter. 

Inspired by a bowl in the British Museum. Made by making a female plaster cast and hand laying 

rolled out clay into it. About half metre diameter. Could not get it fired so it was broken up, 2010. 



 

Splendid copper pitcher in the British Museum. Its approx. half metre high and has wonderful 

verdigree patina. 

I decided to make one using paper mache but I used strips of  cloth instead of paper held together 

with rabbits skin glue. I made a plaster mould of one half, see below, and then made two identical 

halves and fixed them together.  



 

My plaster mould using Carlite builders plaster finished with polyfilla and treated with vaselene as a 

release agent. 

 

Running man motif on museum dish which I used  



 

Running goat? motif on another museum vase 

 

Close up of lower part of my vase painted in acrylics. I have three different animals running round, 

great fun! 



 

The completed vase sitting on sitting room floor, but it doesn’t live there. 

 

 


